This report is aimed for the modeling of a method of idea forming as a designing support tool promoting the creative idea mainly composed of the initial emission by the two dimensional expression in designing process.
This report is aimed for the modeling of a method of idea forming as a designing support tool promoting the creative idea mainly composed of the initial emission by the two dimensional expression in designing process.
We modeled a method of idea forming as a designing support tool which we used "form expression that is not like a conscious intention (automatic drawing the following, "A-dw")" for as two-dimensional expression positively ("A-dw's method of idea forming") through preliminary experiments. And we reported the substantial result that we analyzed by the comparison of the subject group varying in the design environment using this method. I will hand out the assignment sheet to the subject and explain design theme. Explain the procedure of the study and how to use the description sheet used in the experiment.
Keywords：
Draw 1A-dw in 6seconds. Do it for 6minutes and create 60A-dw.
Arrange A-dw to be referenced in STAGE 02 randomly.
Associate themes with A-dw as subjects, disseminate ideas, and describe the concept.
Based on the concept, there will conduct design studies to construct architecture(scales and materials).
Based on the design study in STAGE 03, describe "plan view", "sectional view", "concept statement", etc. and integrate them.
Design study at pace of each test subject using A6 paper, A4 paper, A4 Tracing paper. There is no limit on the number of sheets used. In this paper, We modeled a method of idea forming as a designing support tool which we used "form expression that is not like a conscious intention (automatic drawing the following, "A-dw") " positively for a stage in early period of design (the following,"Adw's method of idea forming"). And we reported the substantial result that we analyzed by design experiment using this method.
We repeated time savings at the beginning from 60 seconds by preliminary experiment 1, and tested drawing time per one sheet drawing") in continual drawing.
,on the premise with the conscious "the drawing that was unrelated to intention-like problem", "A-dw" assuming the problem
We compare (This experiment) subject group to apply the A-dw's method of idea forming (the following, "ON team") with the subject group designing it freely (the following, "OFF team") in at the time of a design. We assumed the problem like the except the problem at all.
1)Rank scale evaluation: we added up a mark of the last proposals to make an order them,
2)
particularly high in six items.
idea emission (A-dw) promoted the emission of the subsequent idea.
⇔ directly is easy to lead conversion to the new recognition and interpretation that are like "unexpected discovery", and it is thought that it was more likely to lead to the high suggestion of the evaluation. 
CREATING A DESIGN SUPPORT TOOL BASED ON AUTOMATIC DRAWING AND STUDY ON ITS EFFECTIVENESS

